In this paper, a new 2D shape Multiscale Triangle-Area Representation (MTAR) method is proposed. This representation utilizes a simple geometric principle, that is, the area of the triangles formed by the shape boundary points. The wavelet transform is used for smoothing and decomposing the shape boundaries into multiscale levels. At each scale level, a TAR image and the corresponding Maxima-Minima lines are obtained. The resulting MTAR is more robust to noise, less complex, and more selective than similar methods such as the curvature scale-space (CSS). Furthermore, the MTAR is invariant to the general affine transformations. The proposed MTAR is tested and compared to the CSS method using the MPEG-7 CE-shape-1 dataset. The results show that the proposed MTAR outperforms the CSS method for both tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shape representation is a crucial step in shape analysis and matching systems. The complexity and the performance of the subsequent steps in shape analysis systems are largely dependent on the invariance, robustness, stability, and uniqueness of the applied shape representation method. In the past decade, several methods were proposed for 2D shape representation and matching. Curvature scale space (CSS) [20] , [1] and [18] , fuzzy-based matching [8] , dynamic programming [22] , shape contexts [5] , shock graphs [26] , geodesic paths [14] , Fourier descriptors [6] , and wavelet descriptors [7] are examples of these techniques. A recent review paper can be found in [34] .
The multi-scale approach for shape representation and matching is considered the most promising. It can be argued that human perception of shapes is a multi-scale by nature. In addition, many interesting shape properties are revealed at different scale levels. Another advantage includes its invariance to moderate amounts of deformations and noise. A popular and well established multiscale method is the Wavelet Transform (WT). It has been used in many disciplines including shape analysis and recognition [15] , [9] , [28] . Many researchers have adopted the Wavelet Transform (WT) in shape representation and matching. For example, WT was applied in 2-D domains in [16] , [10] , and [27] , whereas WT was applied to 1-D shape boundary in [29] , [30] , [25] , [11] , [3] , [13] , [24] , and [7] .
Due to the spatial and frequency localization property of the wavelet basis functions, wavelet are more efficient in representing and describing shapes than Fourier descriptors and moments [7] .
In this paper, a shape representation for closed boundaries that is called multi-scale triangle-area representation (MTAR) is proposed. The new representation enjoys many advantages over the curvature scale space (CSS) representation [20] , which has been selected for MPEG-7 standardization after comprehensive comparative experiments with many other methods [21] . Unlike CSS representation where just the zero crossing points are invariant to affine transformations, MTAR is totally invariant to affine transformations. In addition, utilizing the wavelet transform makes the MTAR more robust to noise and provides selectivity in the matching process, that is, coarse-to-fine matching.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the related work. In Section III, the proposed representation is introduced. Section IV presents the matching approach. The experimental results are shown in Section V. Lastly, Section VI concludes our work and suggests future work.
II. RELATED WORK One of the most well-researched closed-contour shape representations is the curvature scale space (CSS) method proposed by Mokhtarian and Mackworth [19] , [20] , which has been selected for MPEG-7 standardization [21] . In their method, a Gaussian kernel with increasing standard deviation is used to gradually smooth the contour at different scale levels. At each scale, the curvature of each contour point is measured by:
Where is the curvature at location Ù and scale , Ü and Ü are the first and second derivatives of Ü, respectively. By setting (1) to zero, the inflection points (or curvature zero crossings) are located at each scale. This results in a binary image, called CSS image, which shows the end-points of the concave segments along the contour (the horizontal axis) at each scale level (the vertical axis). As the scale level increases, the smoothing effect increases and the number of inflection points decreases until the contour becomes totally convex. Fig. 1 shows an example of the CSS image for a shape in the MPEG-7 dataset. Only the maxima of the CSS images' contours are used for matching two shapes [2] . Many heuristics are employed to find the best correspondence efficiently. This method exhibits certain degree of robustness to the affine transformation [1] , where in another implementation explicit estimation of the affine parameters using the least squares approach was employed to verify the matching results [17] . The main limitations of the CSS method include its limited representation to only the concave segments and its failure to discriminate a shallow concavity from a deep one. For instance, totally convex shapes like squares and triangles have the same CSS image, which is only the background. Another disadvantage is that it requires a large number of scales to obtain the CSS image (may exceed 200).
Petrakis et al. proposed an approach for matching open and closed shapes using dynamic programming (DP) [22] . In their approach, implicit multi-scale matching takes place through matching merged contour segments in order to avoid the cost of computing the scale space explicitly. At first, the contours are approximated into polygons using cubic B-splines and inflection points are located, which segments the contour into convex and concave segments. Then, a set of geometrical features are computed for each segment to guide the merging process. The DP algorithm examines all possible merges of small segments of one shape to match with larger segments of the other and selects the best merge, i.e., that results in the minimum cost. An upper limit Ã is imposed on the maximum number of merged segments to compromise speed with accuracy. In case both shapes are closed, the complexity of the algorithm is Ç´Å ¿ AE ¾ µ, where Å and AE are the number of inflection points of the two contours, and reduces to Ç´Ã ¾ Å ¾ AEµ when Ã is considered. The performance of this method was compared to that of the CSS method using about 1100 images of marine creatures. The CSS method achieved better accuracy only at small recalls (less than five retrieved shapes), otherwise this method is better. However, the dataset images are not labelled and the precision-recall assessment in this case is highly influenced by the human subjectivity. The main limitations of this method include the lack of robustness to the general affine transformations and the high computational complexity of the matching process. In addition, polygonal approximation results in loss of some shape information and demands more computations.
An efficient computation of the curvature scale space representation using B-spline wavelets was proposed by Wang et al. [32] , [31] . Their method provides an alternative to the classical Gaussian-based scale space representation while being much more efficient and relying on the well-established wavelet theory.
Another class of shape representation approaches is based on discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [33] , [12] . They are mainly based on describing the contour by a limited number of coefficients in the frequency domain. A recent work of this category makes use of both amplitude and phase of the Fourier coefficients [4] . First, the low-frequency coefficients are normalized in terms of translation, scale and rotation. For matching, the inverse DFT is used to obtain normalized versions of the original contours in the spatial domain. Then, a DP method is employed to find the similarity distance between two transformed contours. Although this technique outperformed other Fourier-based methods, the authors reported less retrieval accuracy than the CSS method. Besides, it is not invariant to the general affine transformation, which makes it not suitable for 3D applications.
III. MULTI-SCALE TRIANGLE-AREA REPRESENTATION (MTAR)
In this section, the MTAR is introduced as a closed-boundary representation. MTAR has many desirable properties over other representations such as compactness, robustness to moderate noise and deformations, robustness to affine transformations, provision for efficient and effective matching, and handling partial occlusions. In addition, MTAR provides flexible coarse-to-fine matching. In the following, we give a brief explanation of how to obtain the TAR for an arbitrary closed contour. Then, the MTAR images using the WT is shown. Also the effect of general affine transformations on MTAR images is introduced.
A. TAR signatures
The TAR signature is computed from the area of the triangles formed by the points on the shape boundary. Each contour point is represented by its Ü and Ý coordinates. Then, the separated parameterized contour sequences Ü´Òµ and Ý´Òµ are obtained in order to facilitate applying 1D techniques on each sequence alone. The contour is re-sampled to AE points and the curvature of each point is measured using the triangle area representation (TAR), as follows. For each three consecutive points È ½ È ¾ and È ¿ , the signed area of the triangle formed by these points is given by:
When the contour is traversed in CCW direction, positive, negative and zero values of mean convex, concave and straight-line points, respectively. Fig. 2 demonstrates these three types of the triangle areas.
For the complete boundary points, the TAR signature equation equals,
where N is the number of points on the shape boundary. The triangles at the edge points are formed by considering the periodicity of the closed boundary. Fig. 2 shows the complete TAR signature for the bird shape.
By Increasing the length of the triangle sides, i.e., considering farther points, the function of will represent longer variations along the contour. Fig. 3 shows two examples of the TAR signatures plotted in 3D coordinates. Ì× is the triangle-side length, and Ò is an index for the points on the shape boundary.
A TAR image is obtained by thresholding ´ µ at zero and taking the locations of the negative values at all values of triangle sides, as shown in Fig. 4 . Thus, the horizontal axis in a TAR image shows the locations of the contour points and the vertical axis represents the triangle side length.
B. MTAR Images
The TAR image, like CSS image, is affected by noise. To reduce this effect, the dyadic wavelet transform is applied to each contour sequence obtaining various decomposed levels, as shown in the first column of Fig. 5 . Only the approximation coefficients are adopted in order to reduce the noise effect. At each scale level, the same process of obtaining the TAR image in section III-A is also adopted here. The result is the MTAR, which contains Ä · ½ TAR images, where Ä ÐÓ ¾´AE µ. Fig. 5 also shows that only small number of iterations (vertical axis) are required to obtain each TAR image. This is an advantage for the MTAR over the CSS method which required large number of iterations for its images.
The hierarchical representation of the MTAR is very useful when considering the coarse-to-fine matching, where fine-scale MTAR images can be used to eliminate dissimilar shapes and coarse-scale images provide discrimination between similar shapes. This property facilitates efficient search and enables MTAR to be applicable to search similar shapes in large databases.
C. Maxima and Minima points
Other important features that can be derived from the TAR signatures are the maxima and minima points of these functions. For simplicity, only the locations of these features are used in this paper at each triangle-side length. Fig. 6 illustrates a star shape represented by its concavity regions, maxima lines, and minima lines. The maxima points indicate the local convex points that correspond to a convex region. This region can occur in a totally convex area or within a concave region. For example, the small convexity region that is in the same direction as the East is located within a larger concavity. This is shown in the TAR image as a white (background color) region surrounded by the dotted Ì -shape concavity region. The minima points also could occur in both regions, as shown in the same figure. It should be noted that even when the shape become convex ( no concavity regions), the local maxima and minima are still tracked. This is because that although the TAR becomes totally positive for large triangle-side lengths, it still has the minima and maxima segments.
D. Affine Transformations and MTAR
A desirable property of Eq. (2) is that it is invariant to affine transformations. Thus, MTAR images are also affine invariant. A general affine transformation applied to a shape is given by:
where È Ü and È Ý are the transformed coordinates of È Ü and È Ý , respectively, and represent translation and , , and reflect scale, rotation and shear. By substituting Eq.(4) into Eq.(2), we obtain:
where is the affine transformed version of . It is clear that , and hence TAR and MTAR, are relatively invariant to the affine transformations. Absolute invariance can be achieved by dividing by its maximum value. Consequently, the values and the locations of the maxima and the minima points of the TAR signatures are invariant under general affine transformations (see Fig. 7 ). IV. MATCHING There are some resemblances between an MTAR image and CSS image produced for the same shape. They both describe concavities along the contour. However, CSS method measures the curvature as the contour is smoothed by the Gaussian functions at different scales. On the contrary, each MTAR image represents the locations of the concavities using different triangle sides at a specific wavelet-smoothed scale level. Therefore, we followed a similar approach to that of CSS [23] in order to match two MTAR image sets of two shapes. Matching is performed in two stages as follows.
In the first stage, a set of global features are used to eliminate very dissimilar shapes and exclude them from further processing. In our work, these features include aspect ration Ê, circularity , eccentricity and solidity Ë. In the second stage, a similarity measure × between each two MTAR images of the two shapes at certain scale is computed as described in [2] . × is based on finding a number of initial nodes or correspondences between two sets of maxima in the MTAR images using only two maxima in each image. Then, the lowest cost node is extended to include all other maxima and its cost is considered as × . However, we expand this approach to extend the two initial nodes with lowest costs and consider their minimum as × . This modification enhances the accuracy with a slight increase in computations.
As indicated before, the MTAR and the CSS images are concavity-based representation methods which mean that they can't differentiate between totally convex shapes (e.g., circles and squares) easily. In order to increase the discrimination of the MTAR method, the average sum of the maxima and minima points Å Ø for each TAR image is added.
The dissimilarity measure between each two MTAR images at a specific scale is a weighted sum of the global parameters, Å Ø , and × . Consequently, the final dissimilarity distance between two shapes is a weighted sum of the dissimilarity measures between their MTAR images. Practically, the MTAR images at scale zero (noise sensitive) and the last four scales (less informative) are avoided in calculations. Therefore, only four MTAR images are computed which reduced the computational complexity by more than a half. Note that MTAR images require less iterations to compute than CSS images.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to test the proposed MTAR, the MPEG-7 CE-shape-1 dataset is chosen for the experiment. This dataset consists of 1400 shapes grouped in 70 classes. These shapes were taken from: natural objects, man-made objects, objects extracted from cartoons, and manually drawn objects. Recently, this dataset has been widely used for shape matching and retrieval.
Two experiments are conducted in this section. In the first experiment a retrieval technique based on the MTAR is tested and compared to the CSS-based retrieval algorithm. the second experiment investigates the invariance of the MTAR to the affine transformation distortions and compare it to the CSS method. To ensure a fair comparison between the two representations, the same matching algorithm is used.
A. Shape Retrieval test
In this test, the retrieval performances of the MTAR and the CSS methods are evaluated. The performances of the methods are assessed using the precision-recall curves, where a precision value at a certain recall is the average of the precision values of all database shapes at that recall. Since the MTAR includes multiscale TAR images, the scale levels from Ð ½ to Ð of the MTAR are evaluated and compared to each other. Fig. 8 show the precision-recall curves of these levels, where he performances of the first three scale levels are very close. These scales are affected by the degree of smoothing (i.e., the wavelet approximation level) which gives a trade-off between the robustness to noise and the degree of discrimination. Increasing the scale level (smoother shapes) increases the robustness of the shapes to the noise and to the small boundary deformations. However, the discrimination between shapes decreases, as all shapes tend to resemble to a circle or an ellipse at the end of smoothing. For instance, the shape at scale level Ð is more immune to noise than the previous levels, nevertheless it can barely distinguish between shapes. For the same four scale levels of MTAR (Ð ½ ), the corresponding average sum of the maxima and minima points is added and tested. Fig. 9 shows the plot of these scales. Although their plots look similar, it can be noticed from these two Fig.s that the first three scale levels of the MTAR have close precision-recall values. However, scale levels Ð ¾ and Ð ¿ are less sensitive to noise than the level Ð ½ and hence needs less time for computation. Also the discrimination of these two scale is higher than the scale level Ð . The performance of the MTAR is improved by using the average sum of the maxima and minima points, as seen in Fig. 9 . This is due to the increase in the overall discrimination as a result of adding the convex feature points (i.e., the maxima and minima points). These points are important for distinguishing between totally convex shapes, since MTAR images as well as the CSS images are concavity-based representations. In order to assess the MTAR, it is compared with the similar method, the CSS. The CSS has been selected for the MPEG-7 system after thorough and comprehensive tests for different shape descriptors. The results of Fig. 10 show that while the combined and the second scale have higher performance than the CSS, the third scale level has almost the same accuracy of the CSS with advantage of being less complex. This indicates that only one scale level can be used for shape retrieval with the advantages of less sensitivity to noise, and less complexity than the CSS. The complexity of the MTAR method including the representation, feature extraction, and matching stages is tested by calculating the processing time required by each stage. Table I gives details about these times for both the MTAR and the CSS methods. The implementation of these methods is carried out using the Matlab c (ver. 6.5) program on Pentium IV 3.0 GHz PC. The It is noticeable from this table that the MTAR is less complex than the CSS method, especially in the representation stage. The disadvantage of the CSS of being very time-consuming in obtaining the representation images does not appear in the MTAR method. This is because that the filtration in the CSS is applied at each iteration step until the all-convex shape is obtained. Also, for most shapes it requires more than 100 iterations to compute the CSS image. On the contrary, the MTAR is computed by directly applying equation 3 to the boundary sequences. Furthermore, each MTAR image represent only one scale level of wavelet smoothing. For example, to compute the ¿ Ö scale MTAR image, the wavelet smoothing filtration is applied only three times to the boundary sequences prior to the calculation of the TAR signatures at that level. The increase in the wavelet filtration iterations slightly increases the timing of the individual MTAR representations (in Table I ) for higher scale levels. Conversely, the times for the MTAR feature extraction stages largely decrease for the corresponding wavelet scale levels. Also, the matching times decrease for the higher scale levels of the MTAR. This implies that the total average time required for a single comparison decreases for higher MTAR scale levels. However, since each scale level of the MTAR is computed independently, the complexity of the combined MTAR could be further reduced by using parallel-computing scheme.
B. Affine Invariance test
In this experiment, the invariance of the MTAR to the affine distortion is tested and compared to the CSS. The distorted shapes are obtained by transforming the original 2D images of 70 shapes representing the MPEG-7 dataset groups using Eq. (4). The parameters used to obtain these shapes are
A sample of these distorted shapes are shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 . Sample of the Affine Distorted Shapes. Fig. 12 shows the precision-recall curves of the combined MTAR, the CSS, MTAR at Ð ¾, and MTAR at Ð ¿. The plots demonstrate that the MTAR achieves higher accuracy than the CSS, although the distortions in some shapes are high. Also, the single scale levels (i.e., at Ð ¾ and Ð ¿) have comparable performance to the CSS in the lower recalls whereas they exceed the CSS for higher recalls. This indicates that, in general, the MTAR is more robust to the general affine transformations than the CSS method. VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS In this paper, a new multiscale shape representation method is introduced. The proposed representation utilizes the area of the triangles formed by each three consecutive and equally apart points on the shape boundary. The application of the wavelet transform in this method reduces the noise and the small boundary distortions, which accordingly improves the performance of the representation. The multiscale triangle-area representation (MTAR) images obtained from this method are used in shape matching and retrieval. The computed average sum of the maxima and minima points at each scale level increases the discrimination power of the proposed MTAR method. Two experiments are conducted in order to test the robustness and invariance of the proposed MTAR against the known image artifacts. The first experiment investigates the retrieval performance of the MTAR at various scale levels, while the second experiment tests the affine invariance of the MTAR method. When compared to the related representation method, the results show that, in general, MTAR outperforms the CSS method for both tests. Furthermore, using only one scale level (especially, when Ð ¾ or Ð ¿) attains comparable results and less overall complexity than the CSS method. The importance of comparing with the CSS is that it is already chosen as an MPEG-7 shape descriptor. Furthermore, several methods are compared to the CSS in the literature including the MPEG-7 experiment tests. In this paper, the MTAR outperforms the CSS even though using a matching algorithm similar to that in [23] , which was originally designed for the CSS method. We believe that, the MTAR could achieve better performance by using a matching algorithm that takes into account more properties from its images (e.g., the directions and shapes of the concavities, the correlations between the maxima, and the correlations between the minima lines). Also, the performance of the MTAR is expected to achieve better performance when benefit from its hierarchical representation (i.e., coarse-to-fine matching), rather than using the weighted sum distances for computing the dissimilarity between shapes.
